
ESPLANADE HOTEL ST KILDA - "THE ESPY"

Although St Kilda’s Iconic Esplanade Hotel first opened their doors in 1878, Orbitz Elevators had the privilege to install 2 brand new elevators for the heritage listed establishment, “The Espy”! This 

was not just your ordinary project. We designed a highly unique lift car which consisted of 2 entrances on adjacent faces of the lift car in order to suite the structure and layout of the building. We 

also worked with our client to apply a rustic old design of the lift interiors and deliberately caused rust to the lift doors to architecturally adapt to the décor of the establishment. What made this 

design even more unique, was the fact that there were historical pictures of the Esplanade Hotel applied on the entire back wall inside the lift shaft. We fitted a large glass transparent back wall in 

the lift car which enabled passengers to see all the photos through the glass during their trip! Leading up to the completion of the project, we came across countless external obstacles and 

challenges throughout the project such as delays in the start date and project works, multiple trades working in the same area at the same time, restricted trade access, no onsite storage 

available and so on, not to mention the completion date was never altered or extended. However, the Orbitz Experience can never be compromised and our promise is to exceed our customers’ 

needs and expectations, and that is exactly what we did!We had all hands on deck for this project including our Victoria and South Australia Branch Managers, we flew additional staff from 

interstate to maintain adequate resources, weekly attendance and project report updates by our NSW & VIC Operations Manager and the client, we arranged sea freight containers close to site 

for storage, many additional hours overtime including late evenings, weekends and public holidays in order to complete the project in time as a commitment to our clients. The collaboration of 

the Orbitz Elevators team and our Flexibility is what made this installation project successful, not only did we deliver a product and design completely unique in the industry, but we also went 

above and beyond to ensure that the project was completed in time regardless of the external delays and obstacles. Our client was extremely pleased with the end result.

Just another example of the Orbitz Elevators Experience.
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